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Cancelled Sessions, Non- Attendance & Long Term Injury & 
Illness Policy 

 

Cancelled Sessions 

The swimming/training fees provide access to membership of that group/squad and not for a 

contracted number of hours training per year. Unfortunately training sessions have to be 

cancelled for reasons and circumstances that are beyond the clubs control, or for internal and 

external competitions.  

The club, dependent on its competitive commitments, will generally have reduced training over 

Christmas & the Summer break. These include a complete 2/3 week break in August & the 

August Bank Holiday Monday,  Good Friday/Easter Sunday/Monday. These sessions will be 

closed for all but notified groups/squads.’ These breaks are incorporated into the squad fees for 

each group/squad across all 12 months of the year.  

Where possible the coach and committee will endeavour to provide alternative extra pool time 

or land training sessions should there be any unexpected pool closures.  

The club operates a non-refund policy unless there have been three consecutive weeks of 

cancelled training sessions with no extra sessions having been offered.  

 

 

 



Non-Attendance  

Non-attendance cases should be referred to the swimmer’s coach immediately. You are not 

required to inform your coach of every missed session. 

Due to the pressure on places within the groups/squads the committee has decided to ratify a 

decision that the swimmer must pay the full fees due, to keep their place within the 

group/squad during the period they are not training.  

If parents do not wish to pay during this period, they are at liberty to cancel the swimmers 

swimming/training fees. The swimmer can then apply to rejoin the club and acceptance based 

on places available and attending a trial.  

It must be clearly acknowledged that the original place in the squad the swimmer previously 

occupied may not be available at the time of rejoining.  

Approval of any swimmer returning to the club is solely at the discretion of the committee  

Long Term Injury & Illnes  Policy 

Any long term Injury that a swimmer incurs, whether outside of swimming or at swimming 

must be reported to the swimmers Coach immediately.  The monthly fees must continue to be 

paid to keep the swimmers place within the groups/squads until this has been reviewed by the 

committee. This in turn will be brought to the attention of the committee to review at the 

Committee Meeting. Each case will be discussed & reviewed with the Parent being advised 

accordingly with regards to fees & keeping the swimmers place within the Club. 
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